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Investment Review

The fund underperformed its benchmark over the quarter.

Activity

MSCI EM fell 1.6% in September, outperforming DM (-3.4%) by 1.8%. EM markets saw a broad-based rally
early in the month fizzle out amid a resurgence in global COVID-19 cases, pessimistic comments from
Federal Reserve officials, and political noise, both at a domestic and international level. Asia led 3Q returns,
up 11.1%, while EMEA (+0.9%) and LatAm (-2.1% lagged). More broadly, the end of Q3 marked the best
six-month period since the end of 2009, with the asset class up +27.5%. This reversed a significant part of
market losses after getting off to the worst start to a year on recorded history, -24% in Q1 2020.

Amongst regions within EM, Asia was the best performing market in Sept (-1.5%) with Korea and Taiwan
leading mainly on FX strength as US$ reversed some of its late summer weakness. MSCI India (USD) rose
0.6% in September and outperformed MSCI EM (-1.6%). In 3QCY20, MSCI India (+15.0%) significantly
outperformed peer group, MSCI APxJ (+9.5%) and MSCI EM (+9.6%). MSCI China declined 2.7% in
September. Onshore equities also weakened, with small-mid caps leading the correction, with the index
down 4.8% over the month. Key drivers for the lagging performance of China equities include: (i) Elevated
US/China tensions, especially on the technology front. Following China’s attempt to include broad policy
support for third-generation semiconductor in the 14th Five Year Plan, the US has announced it will impose
export control over SMIC, which triggered waves of sell-offs, with the semiconductor index down by ~10%
this month. Moreover, Trump’s attempt to ban WeChat could raise concerns over broadening sanctions as
the US election nears. This echoed our view since August that escalating geopolitical tensions could
overshadow the domestic recovery theme in coming months.

EMEA managed to post a resilient performance (-2.6%) despite weaker oil prices impacting Russia (-7.4%)
as Turkey (flat) stabilised despite cuts to debt ratings and weaker FX. LatAm equities were down 5.1% in
September, underperforming the World (-3.2%), DM (-3.4%) and EM (-1.6%). All LatAm countries except
Mexico posted a weak performance, with Colombia and Brazil leading the declines. LatAm currencies
continued to weaken during the month with LACI down 1.7%.

(All performance data from MSCI, total return in USD)

Portfolio Positioning

Performance was relatively well spread out, however, risk-off sentiment in September, stemming from a
resurgence of Covid cases, political noise ahead of US elections and a cautious US Fed, highlighting the
need for further stimulus to sustain recovery efforts, understandably caused a pull-back in equity markets,
globally. Positives were largely stock specific. Indian jeweler, Titan, contributed amid higher gold demand
during the festive season. The company has done well to maintain their leadership position in the organized
jewelry segment and is well positioned to take share over the longer term. Chinese vaccine manufacturer
Walvax, continued to perform well, supported by strong sales momentum and market share gains for its
PCV13 vaccine. Chinese photovoltaic manufacturer, Longi Green Energy, was the period’s top contributor
following strong 1H20 results which were supported by a successful price hike and cost reductions. The
Fund’s overweight in Indonesia and India weighed on relative performance, the latter of which struggled to
find balance in containing Covid spread and reopening the economy. Both markets were also materially
impacted by recent US Dollar strength, resulting from investors turning risk-off. Within India, a collection of
companies detracted, including Bharti Airtel and Petronet LNG, as well as our lack of exposure to Reliance,
which surged after Facebook announced a significant stake in the company’s Jio platform. Elsewhere,
energy names such as Lukoil, CNOOC, and Petrobras detracted as oil prices tumbled in September.
Indonesian conglomerate, Astra, was the largest individual detractor over the period. Carry continues to be
an area of focus for the team as global stimulus and signs of economic re-opening should help pave the
way for a return of foreign capital flows. Over the period we selectively added to India, Indonesia, and Brazil
to support these views. Elsewhere, we’ve targeted cyclical stocks that can benefit from fiscal stimulus
response such as cement names, ACC in India and Anhui Conch in China, as well as select gaming names
that can benefit from easing lockdown measures. We’ve also targeting market leaders in sectors that have
suffered severe price dislocations such as travel/leisure and energy. More recently we’ve initiated a position
in Hungary’s OTP Bank on an improving top-down of Eastern Europe as we exit from Covid-19

The fund remains positioned for both a Covid- and economic recovery across EM. Through that lens, carry
continues to be an area of focus for the team as global stimulus and signs of economic re-opening should
help pave the way for a return of foreign capital flows. Over the period, we added to India and China, while
reducing exposure to Brazil and Russia. We notably reduced exposure to energy and taking down our
position in CNOOC. While we expect the oil market to tighten, investor focus on ESG presents a new
challenge for these types of stocks, raising questions over what will be considered as a ‘reasonable’
multiple over the longer-term. More recently we initiated a position in Chinese battery manufacturer,
Contemporary Amperex Technology. The company already commands a strong domestic leadership
position and should benefit from broadening geographic exposure, global policy support and demand
growth for electric vehicles. Elsewhere, we added to high conviction IT names such as Longi Green Energy
given their leadership in the silicon wafer space, as well as memory plays like SK Hynix, Silicon Motion, and
Samsung Electronics. On the other hand, we took profits in Chinese vaccine manufacturer, Walvax, and
battery storage company, Samsung SDI, following strong performance.

The Fund ended the period overweight Indonesia, India, and Mexico, while being underweight China, South
Africa, and Saudi Arabia. Within sectors we are overweight specific parts of consumer related businesses,
while being underweight staples and healthcare.

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden

3-Jaars
Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds 2.5% -2.9% 5.0% 10.0% 9.0%

Benchmark 5.6% 2.0% 5.5% 10.1% 7.4%

Outlook

EM stock markets are now down -1.2% year to date in 2020 and
we continue to believe the current environment offers an
attractive entry point for investors especially given recent USD
weakness, traditionally a strong support for the asset class. While
the Covid situation remains fluid, evidence shows that, so far,
emerging markets have fared better than developed economies.
Our positive view is mainly driven by the very large amount of
liquidity and fiscal support that we are seeing globally in a
normalising world post Covid. With most EM markets in healthy
economic conditions and having less fiscal overhang than
developed markets, the asset class is a good source of growth
and yield in a world that lacks both.

This positive EM view is hampered by the current extreme
narrowness of the market and dislocation between earnings and
share prices that we are seeing in certain parts of Developed
equity Markets. Whilst we believe this can unwind in time and
prices and earnings can reconnect, we do worry it does happen
in a less orderly fashion, testing investor confidence. We are also
keeping a close eye on the US/China relationship which has
continued to deteriorate throughout the summer.

China has been very resilient in the downturn and is already
enjoying a ‘V’-shaped economic recovery led by property and
large ticket items such as cars. Very easy liquidity conditions and
positive sentiment from both consumers and industries mean this
market can continue to surprise to the upside, although we
remain very selective on what we own there given the current
narrowness we are seeing.

We continue to view the Indian economy as resilient and believe
it should be able to bounce back. Likewise, we also have a
positive view on ASEAN countries – in particular Indonesia, given
the very attractive entry points they offer and the premium growth
and yield they can generate. We remain more cautious on North
Asian markets as key providers to the global technology supply
chains.

Our view on Latin America is mixed, with a preference for Mexico
over Brazil. In the former, we see improving economic trends,
including increased market share of US exports, and continue to
like the set-up for rates to come down further. In Brazil, while
modestly overweight, we have grown more cautious despite the
considerable market correction. We are concerned that with an
already-high debt to GDP level and fiscal deficit, the country will
be less able to cushion the economic fallout from Covid.

EMEA looks very interesting, as a beneficiary of large European
fiscal stimulus directed primarily at infrastructure spending. This
is feeding into significant stimulus into Eastern Europe, which is
something we have not seen for a long time. We remain very
cautious on Turkey given the continued pressure on its currency
and have turned more cautious on Russia on deteriorating
geopolitics.

We believe Emerging Markets do offer a good entry point here
given the premium to growth and yield they offer at a time when
valuations remain very attractive. We think investors should pay
attention to this now.
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